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Abstract—In this paper we present a bespoke live system in
commercial use that has been implemented with self-improving
properties. During business hours it provides overview and
control for many specialists to simultaneously schedule and
observe the rehabilitation process for multiple clients. However
in the evening, after the last user logs out, it starts a self-analysis
based on the day’s recorded interactions and the self-improving
process. It uses Search Based Software Testing (SBST) techniques
to generate test data for Genetic Improvement (GI) to fix any bugs
if exceptions have been recorded. The system has already been
under testing for 4 months and demonstrates the effectiveness of
simple test data generation and the power of GI for improving
live code.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Genetic Improvement (GI) is a growing area within Search

Based Software Engineering (SBSE) [1] which uses compu-

tational search methods to improve existing software. When

improving programs, whether functional or non-functional

properties, it is necessary to ensure that the enhanced version

of the program behaves correctly. Traditionally GI has used

testing rather than other formal verification methods for that

purpose [2]. Moreover test cases have been used to evaluate the

improvements as well [3]–[5]. GI and SBST should therefore

be used in conjunction with each other, specifically when the

existing software has limited test data. It is then necessary to

generate more test cases. Earliest papers of the SBST literature

were mostly seeking to generate such test data automatically

with search methods [6] which fits with GI’s philosophy.

It is not uncommon to launch programs before they can be

completely tested. Often it is because the number of conceiv-

able use case scenarios is huge and therefore impossible to

test in practice. Instead the application is put in use after a

reasonable amount of testing and the developer collects data

from the users, both recording performance and reliability.

Then putting effort and resources into maintenance of the

software, regularly providing updates and patches throughout

the lifetime of the software.

In this paper we present a live system, Janus Manager (JM),

that collects data only when user input produces errors and

uses it to generate test data for fixing itself. This decreases

significantly the cost of maintenance after the initial delivery of

the product. It is a bespoke program for a vocational rehabilita-

tion centre, developed and maintained by Janus Rehabilitation

Centre in Reykjavik, Iceland.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-

tion II lists some related work and inspirations. Section III

details what the system does during business hours and how it

keeps records for later generating test data. Section IV explains

how the daily data is used to generate and utilise test data

and Section V summarises the current data gathered since the

launch of JM. Section VI gives an overview of what future

directions we are currently contemplating.

II. RELATED WORK

The SBSE literature has expanded considerably [7] since

Harman and Jones coined the term [1] and with it the SBST

literature [6]. Moreover the research challenges for software

engineering for self-adaptive systems are regularly being rec-

ognized [8], [9].

Much of the SBST research has been about the generation of

test data such as Beyene et al. [10] where they generated string

test data with the objective of maximising code coverage.

The essential objective of the test data generation process

is maximum code coverage, where every new instance of

test data has never been seen before and therefore might be

covering code that previous test cases have not. It is still a

simple random sampling of test data and not as sophisticated

as uniform sampling with Bolzman samplers [11] or like

Feldt and Poulding do when searching for data with specific

properties [12], [13]. The random search can also be replaced

with an alternatives such as hill-climbing [14], an Evolu-

tionary Algorithm [15] or less commonly used optimisation

algorithms [16].

The majority of the generated test data in JM comes from

emulating actual inputs from a graphical user interface (GUI).

There are however examples of work that generate test data

for GUI testing by representing input fields with symbolic

alternatives [17]. That however demands that the developer

knows in better detail about how the software will be used,

which in our case is near impossible since every client’s route

through the rehabilitation is unique.

Our set up is in practice a slower working example of test

data and program co-evolution for bug fixing [18], [19] with

the addition that the usage evolves as well.
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Fig. 1. JM functionality divided into daytime processes and night-time
processes.

III. JM DAILY ACTIVITY

JM is a software system that is developed by JR as a tool

in their vocational rehabilitation service. The motivation for

its development is to provide the best possible service to their

clients by giving the specialists a user friendly management

tool. Moreover it is a tool for the directors to be able to

continuously improve the rehabilitation process with statistical

analysis of client data and performance of methods and

approaches. It has to manage multiple connections between

users, specialists and clients.

A. Usage
The left side of Figure 1 displays the daily routine of JM

and Figure 2 is a simplified map of currently possible usage

and features. The users are all employees of JR, over 40

in total, including both, specialists and administrators. They

interact with JM by either requesting or providing data which

is then processed and saved. The requests are for an example

internal communications between the interdisciplinary team of

specialists about clients, a journal record from a meeting or an

update to some information regarding the client. The system

can also produce reports and bills in pdf format or rich text

files.
The clients have access to specialised and standardised ques-

tionnaires that measure various aspects of the clients welfare

and progress. The specialists then use those questionnaires to

plan a treatment or therapy.
While all of this is happening, every time an input data

causes an exception to be thrown JM logs the trace, input

data and the type of exception in a daily log file shown in the

middle of Figure 1.

B. Structure
JR provides individualised vocational rehabilitation and

as such users of JM regularly encounter unique use cases.

Fig. 2. A simplified map of JM current features.

Therefore JM is in active development while being in use.

Features are continuously added based on user experience,

feedback and convenience. Currently the system is over 25K

lines of Python (300 classes and more than 600 functions).

JM runs as a web service on an Apache server running on

a 64 bit Ubuntu server with 48GiB RAM and two 6 core Intel

processors. The GUI is a web page that JM serves up from

pre-defined templates.

IV. JM NIGHTLY ACTIVITY

After the last user logs off in the evening the nightly routine

in Figure 1 initiates. The process runs until the next morning

or until all bugs are fixed. During the night JM analyses the

logs, generates new test data and uses GI to fix bugs that have

been encountered during the day.

A. Log analysis

Going through the daily logs involves filtering the excep-

tions to obtain a set of unique errors in terms of input, type

and location. The input is defined as the argument list at every

function call on the trace route from the users’ request to the

location of the exception. The type of the exception can be
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Procedure 1 Test data search

1: Θ← [θ] {Start with the original input}

2: n← 0
3: Θnew ← [θ]
4: while (n < 1000) AND (|Θnew|! = 0) do
5: extend Θ with Θlatest

6: Θlatest ← Θnew

7: Θnew ← [ ]
8: for i = 1 until i == 100 do
9: θr ← random choice Θlatest

10: θmutated ← mutate θr

11: if θmutated → causes exception then
12: append θmutated to Θnew

13: end if
14: n+ = 1
15: end for
16: end while

any subclass of Exception in Python, both built in and locally

defined.

The errors are sorted in decreasing order of importance,

giving higher significance to errors that occurred more often,

arbitrarily choosing between draws. This measure of impor-

tance assumes that these are use case scenarios that happen

often and are experienced by multiple users and not a single

user who repeatedly submits the same request.

B. Generate test data

The test data generation is done with a simple random

search of the neighbourhood of the users’ input data. The input

is represented by a Python dictionary object, where elements

are key, value pairs and the values can be of any type or

class. However, most values are strings, dates, times, integers

or floating point numbers. The objective of the search is to

find as many versions of the input data as possible that trigger

the same exception. Procedure 1 details the search for new

test data,

Starting with the original input θ we make 100 instances

of θmutated where a single value has been randomly changed.

For each instance the value to be mutated is randomly se-

lected while all other values are kept fixed. Every θmutated

that causes the same exception as the original is kept in

Θ, essentially given fitness 1, others are discarded. This is

then repeated by randomly sampling from the latest batch of

θmutated, Θlatest (see line 9) until either no new instances are

kept or the maximum of 1000 instances have been evaluated

(line 4).

The mutation mechanism in line 10 first chooses randomly

between key, value pairs in θr only considering pairs where

values are of type string, date, time, integer or float. Then

depending on the type, the possible mutations are the following

String mutations randomly add strings from a predefined

dictionary with white space and special characters,

keeping the original as a sub-string.

Date mutations can change the format (e.g. 2017-01-27

becomes 27-01-17), the separator or randomly pick

a date within a year from the original

Time mutations can change the format (e.g. 7:00 PM

becomes 19:00), the separator or randomly pick a

time within 24 hours from the original

Int. mutations add or subtract 1, 2 or 3 from the original.

Float mutations change the original with a random sample

from the standardised normal distribution N(0, 1)

All of the instances in Θ along with the original θ are then

the inputs of the new unit tests. The assertion for each of

them will check that the response is of the specific exception

type and the tests will fail if the input triggers that exception.

The new unit tests are then added to the existing test suite,

automatically expanding the library of test cases.

The problem with this approach is that it does not check

whether new test cases are complementary or not, i.e. if the

two or more test cases are validating the same part of the code.

C. Genetic Improvement

The GI part of the nightly process relies on the new test

cases in conjunction with a previously available test suite.

The assumption is that given the test suites the program is

functioning correctly if it passes all test cases and so is

awarded highest fitness. Otherwise fitness is proportional to

the number of test cases the program passes of the whole

suite.

The process is inspired by Langdon’s et al. work [3] by

evolving edit lists that operate on the source code. The edit

lists define the operations replace, delete and copy for code

snippets, lines and statements.

The evolution is population based with 50 edit lists in

each generation. Each generation is evaluated in parallel to

minimise GI’s execution time and to utilise the full power of

the server. Edit lists are selected in proportion to their fitness.

Only half of the population gets selected and they undergo

mutation to start the next generation, crossover is not used in

the current implementation. The other half of the subsequent

generation are randomly generated new edit lists.

The GI only stops if it has found a program variant that

passes all tests or just before the users are expected to arrive

to work. It then produces an html report detailing the night’s

process for the developers. The report lists all exceptions

encountered, new test cases and possible fixes, recommending

the fittest. If more than a single fix is found, then the report

recommends the shortest in terms of number of edits. However

it is always the developers choice to implement the changes

as they are suggested, build on them or discard them.

V. SUMMARY

Development on JM started in March 2016 and quite

early on it was launched for general use in JR. Since late

September, early October 2016 the self-healing processes have

been running as a permanent service in JM. During that time

22 unique exceptions have been reported and always a single

error at a time. Table I lists exception types that have been
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF ENCOUNTERED EXCEPTION TYPES, THE NUMBER OF

OCCURRENCES AND HOW MANY TEST CASES THEY PRODUCED

Exception type Number
of

occurrences

Mean total
number of
input test

data produced

Mean number of
complementary

test cases

IndexError 4 15.25 1.25
TypeError 6 11.17 1.33
UnicodeDecodeError 3 44.33 1.67
ValueError 9 16.33 1.11

encountered, the number of times for each type, how many test

cases it produced and how many of them were complementary.

Every single one of the exceptions revealed a bug in the

program that was subsequently fixed by the GI process. In total

408 test cases have been produced, however a manual post-

process revealed only 6% of those were testing unique parts of

the code. The most obvious example is a UnicodeDecodeError
caused by incorrect handling of a special character in a

string input. The generative method for strings, described in

Section IV, made multiple versions of a string containing the

same special character as a sub-string and therefore all of them

were invoking the same error.

VI. FUTURE WORK

The system introduced in this paper is fully implemented

and live, however only 22 exceptions have been recorded

during the first few months.The total number of new test cases

is 408 of which 28 are unique in terms of code coverage,

which is not enough to make statistical inference. Our next

steps are to monitor the system while it is being developed

further and gather data on the bugs that are caught and fixed.

Ideally we want to be able to use the data to make predictions

for expected inputs to the system and thus make it possible to

generate test data that imitates unseen future inputs.

While a random search has been effective up until now, we

would like to improve the process to find more unique test

cases per exception encountered. That involves implementing

a fitness function that is not binary and a better sampling

method and adding constraints to the search to maximize code

coverage while minimizing the number of test cases.
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